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CHAPTER TWENTY SIX 
THEODORE ROOSEVELT AND HIS TIME 
NATIONAL CONVENTION AND CAMPAIGN OF 1904 

although opposition to the President's nomination ceased with the elimination of Senator Hanna as a candidate at the time of the Ohio State Convention in June, 1903, a series of efforts was begun early in 1904 and continued for several months to induce him to give pledges or assurances of various kinds in regard to the course he should pursue after election. Representatives of various interests that had been opposing his nomination visited him, assuring him that these interests had not objected to him as a man but had been uneasy lest he pursue to extremes certain policies which they regarded as disturbing and harmful. What these representatives desired was the authority to say to the interests that, when reelected, he would consult them about all important matters and be guided by their counsel. They were afraid that if they could not give this assurance it would be difficult if not impossible to raise a campaign fund. 
The President listened to all of them and to all made the same reply. He could only promise to proceed in the future as he had acted in the past; that he should always consult the leaders of his party and others whose opinion it was desirable to have, but when the time for action came, he must follow his own judgment and conscience; that so far as a campaign fund was concerned, if one could not be raised, the campaign must be conducted without it.
Later, when the campaign opened a curious mental condition was revealed. The managers of the campaign made no request for contributions from people who had been most bitter in their denunciation of the President's policies. These at once complained because they had not been called upon, asking if failure to do so meant that they were to be proceeded against after election. One quite prominent financial magnate, who had been especially vehement in denunciation, called upon the managers, and asked: "What does this mean? Why have I not been asked to contribute? Have I not just as much right to contribute as anybody else? Am I to be discriminated against after election?"
These inquiries revealed in a striking manner the conception as to the real nature of campaign contributions, which had prevailed previous to the advent of Theodore Roosevelt in public office. Such contributions were regarded as purchasing favors of various kinds after election. Roosevelt had encountered and combated this view when he was Governor of New York, and he was about to encounter and combat it in his approaching Presidential campaign. Before that campaign ended, it was made clear to all men that the old view of contributions had passed away and, so far as Roosevelt was concerned, a new one had taken its place.
While the efforts to extort concessions of one kind or another were in progress in the winter of 1904, the President, on January 27, wrote to a friend who had knowledge of what was going on:
"To use the vernacular of our adopted West, you can bet your bedrock dollar that if I go down it will be with colors flying and drums beating, and that I would neither truckle nor trade with any of the opposition if to do so guaranteed me the nomination and election. In the first place, I believe I shall win. In the next place, and what is infinitely more, important,—I am going to fight it out on the line I have chosen without deviating a hair's breadth from it, win or lose; for I am sure that the policies for which I stand are those in accordance with which this country must be governed, and up to which we must all of us live in public or private life, under penalty of grave disaster to the Nation.''
That he felt reasonably assured of the nomination at this time is shown in a letter to Dr. Albert Shaw, on January 30, 1904:
"In confidence, I can tell you that outside all the Southern States I am now as certain as I well can be that if Hanna made the fight (for the nomination), and with all the money of Wall Street behind him, he would get the majority of the delegation from no State excepting Ohio; and from the South I should have from a third to a half of the delegates, and most of the remainder would have been pledged to me and would have to be purchased outright against me. I believe that the best advisers among my opponents themselves see this and have very nearly made up their minds to give up the contest. In a few weeks I think that most of the Wall Street Republicans will have concluded that they have to, however grudgingly, support me. So much do I believe this that I am a little uneasy lest our opponents may raise the cry that I have made terms with them. Fortunately, my nomination has become assured, in my judgment, before they give up the contest. Besides, I do not think even such rather thick-headed people as my opponents would venture to try to make terms with me now, although there was a tentative effort in that direction in October and November last. I shall treat them with scrupulous fairness, anyhow, and in no event would I have done either more or less."
There was much speculation at this period about probable Democratic candidates in opposition to Roosevelt, and considerable sentiment in favor of Judge Gray, of Delaware, whom Roosevelt had placed at the head of the Anthracite Coal Strike Commission. Writing to me on the subject on February 8, 1904, the President made what proved later to be genuine prophecy: " I do not think the Democrats will nominate Gray. In the first place he is too good a fellow, and in the next place it would be an absurdity to run him against the Republican party when he owes his position to one Republican President and his prominence to another one."
In February, 1904, Senator Hanna, who had been in failing health for some time, died quite suddenly. Writing to Elihu Root, on February 16, 1904, the President gave this sympathetic estimate of his character:
" Hanna's death has been very sad. Did I tell you the last letter he wrote was one to me? As soon as he was seriously sick I called at the hotel, as a matter of course. For some inexplicable reason this affected him very much, and appealed to the generous and large-hearted side of his nature, and he at once sent me a pencil note, running as follows:
My dear Mr. President:
You touched a tender spot, old man, when you called personally to inquire after me this a. m. I may be worse before I can be better, but all the same such "drops" of kindness are good for a fellow.
Sincerely yours,
M. A. hanna. Friday, p. m.
"No man had larger traits than Hanna. He was a big man in every way and as forceful a personality as we have seen in public life in our generation. I think that not merely for myself, but the whole party and the whole country have reason to be very grateful to him for the way in which, after I came into office, under circumstances which were very hard for him, he resolutely declined to be drawn into the position which a smaller man of meaner cast would inevitably have taken; that is, the position of antagonizing public policies if I was identified with them. He could have caused the widest disaster to the country and the public if he had attacked and opposed the policies referring to Panama, the Philippines, Cuban reciprocity, Army reform, the Navy, and the legislation for regulating corporations. But he stood by them just as loyally as if I had been McKinley."
In accordance with his invariable habit when a candidate for office, the President studiously avoided taking a too sanguine view of his prospects. Writing on April 4, 1904, to Henry White in London, he said:
"Nobody can tell how this fight will come out. I have been astonishingly successful in getting through the policies in which I believe, and in achieving results; but often the mere fact of having a good deal of record is more against a man than for him, when the question is as to how people will vote; for my experience is’ that usually people are more apt to let their dislikes than their likings cause them to break away from their party ties in matters of voting. In other words, the people of the opposite party who like what I have done are less apt for that reason to leave their candidate than the people of my own party who dislike what I have done are apt to leave me. Politicians proverbially like a colorless candidate, and the very success of what I have done, the number of things I have accomplished, and the extent of my record, may prove to be against me. However, be that as it may, we now have a big sum of achievement to our credit."
Senator Hanna's death had left the National Republican Committee without a chairman, and an animated contest was begun almost immediately over the choice of a successor. The extreme partisan elements of the party were eager to have one of their own number selected for the position and urged their wishes upon the President with great persistency. He, on his part, was determined that no man should be selected who would be likely to give pledges during the campaign which he would be called upon to carry out after election. According to his custom he sought advice and suggestion from men of all shades of opinion. I was on one occasion in Washington when a number of persons of diverse political views were present. Don Cameron, the veteran Republican politician and leader of Pennsylvania, was one of the number and was earnestly advocating the selection of an astute and experienced politician from his own State. He took me aside, and standing very close to me said with really solemn intensity: "I like and admire the President. He is a very remarkable man, but he does some extraordinary things. Now, Mr. Bishop, I am 71 years old; I have been in politics 70 years; and the President asks me to confer, on the question of a chairman of the Republican National Committee, with Nicholas Murray Butler, the President of Columbia University! Now what do you think of that?" Mr. Cameron's feeling toward amateur politicians was shared by all other professionals of his kind, but the President was merely doing what he had done many times before, conferring with persons of all varieties of opinion, and the professionals should have been used to it, though as a matter of fact they were never able to comprehend it, or to contemplate it with equanimity. In the end, the President made his own choice and selected a man in whom he was sure he could place absolute confidence—George B. Cortelyou, his former secretary and, at the time, Secretary of Commerce and Labor. The selection was opposed vehemently by Senator Platt of New York and others of the most powerful bosses of the party, but in vain. They could not budge the President from his choice, or even disturb him a particle. Writing to Senator Lodge, on May 28, 1904, he said:
"I am not in the least worried about the discontent on the part of some of the political leaders with Cortelyou. As Murray Crane and Root could not take it, Cortelyou was the man of all others to .have it, and these people will in the end find out that this is so. He will manage the canvass on a capable and also on an absolutely clean basis, and my canvass cannot be managed on any other lines either with propriety or with advantage. If I win at all this year it will be because the bulk of the people believe I am a straightforward, decent and efficient man, upon whose courage and common sense no less than upon whose honesty and energy they can depend.''
The appointment of Mr. Cortelyou to the chairmanship of the Republican National Committee was followed by his resignation as head of the Department of Commerce and Labor, and the resignation of Attorney General Knox, who had been elected United States Senator by Pennsylvania, led to several changes in the Cabinet in June. Mr. Cortelyou was succeeded by Victor L. Metcalf; William H. Moody, who was Secretary of the Navy, succeeded Mr. Knox as Attorney General, and Paul Morton succeeded Mr. Moody as Secretary of the Navy.
In accepting Mr. Knox's resignation, the President wrote on June 23, 1904:
"I accept your resignation not only with keen personal regret, but with a very real feeling of the loss the country thereby sustains. . . . There is nothing that I can say which will in any way add to the reputation which you have won, and no tribute I can pay you will approach in value that already paid you by the hearty admiration and respect of your fellow citizens. . . . Many great and able men have preceded you in the office you hold; but there is none among them whose administration has left so deep a mark for good upon the country's development. Under you it has been literally true that the mightiest and the humblest in the land have alike had it brought home to them, that each was sure of the law's protection while he did right, and that neither could hope to defy the law if he did wrong.''
In March, 1904, the President aroused a great storm of criticism and denunciation from the chronic opponents of his policies by establishing, through executive order, a service pension of six dollars a month for all veterans of the Civil War between the ages of 62 and 70 years. It was claimed by his critics that in doing this by executive order he was guilty of a "flagrant usurpation" of the legislative powers of Congress. In explanation and justification of Ms act, the President, on May 28, 1904, wrote a long letter to his friend, Frederick W. Whitridge, of New York, in which he said:
"I shall write you so that you may know exactly the facts about the pension order. There were two sides to the matter. The first was the situation I had to face as regards the party in Congress. The second was the moral justification of what was actually done. When Congress met I found that the feeling was overwhelmingly for a full service pension—that is, $12 a month, beginning at the age of 62. This was the pension granted by President Cleveland and a Democratic House to the Mexican War veterans thirty-nine years after the close of the Mexican War, and the argument by analogy seemed very strong, namely, that if men, many of whom afterwards served against the Union, were entitled to $12 a month at the age of sixty-two, thirty-nine years after the close of the Mexican War, then thirty-nine years after the close of an infinitely greater and more righteous war the Union veterans were entitled to the same privilege. Moreover, I soon found that Congress was nearly a unit for the Service Pension bill. If allowed to get under way unchecked the bill would undoubtedly have passed both houses with substantial unanimity, and if I had vetoed it I could not have rallied more than a tenth of the House nor more than a fifth of the members of the Senate to my support; and I should have hated to veto it. I should have preferred to let them pass a bill authorizing me to do exactly what I did by executive order. But without exception the responsible leaders of both houses assured me that it was out of the question to prevent any such bill from being so amended as to carry some fifty millions a year instead of the five million which will actually be carried by what was done.
"I found that President Cleveland had established the rule that a man who was seventy-five years old should be treated as by that fact having reached the stage of complete disability, and being therefore entitled to $12 a month pension. I found that Pension Commissioner H. Clay Evans, under President McKinley, had established the age of sixty-five as similarly entitling a veteran to six dollars a month, on the ground that he was similarly disabled to the extent of one-half from earning his living. What I did was to take these two rates and make the limit sixty-two and seventy years respectively, instead of sixty-five and seventy-five, which they actually were—treating the age as an evidential fact—as a rebuttable presumption of half and complete physical disability. Inasmuch as nearly eighty per cent of the veterans are already pensioned, and as I was establishing not $12 but $6, this meant an increase of but one-tenth of what the proposed Service Pension bill would have cost. "So much for the technical argument. I do not, however, rest the case on this. I hold that the ruling was absolutely right and proper. Most of our friends who live softly do not understand that the great majority of people who live by hard manual labor have begun to find their wage-earning capacity seriously impaired by the time they are sixty. The man of sixty-two has on the average great difficulty in getting a new job anywhere if he is dependent upon the labor of his hands. . . . Now the average wage worker does not lay by enough money to keep him in his. old age, and when he has fought in the Civil War I am entirely willing that he shall be cared for to the extent indicated in my order."
The Republican National Convention assembled in Chicago on June 21, 1904, and on the following day the country was given an inspiring illustration of the Roosevelt method of diplomacy in the protection of American citizens in foreign lands. An American citizen, Ion H. Perdicaris, had been seized by a Moroccan bandit named Raizuli, and held for ransom. To all demands from the American consul for the release of the prisoner Raizuli replied that unless the money demanded was speedily paid he would kill him. On June 22, Secretary Hay, after consultation with the President, cabled to the American consul, Mr. Gummere: "We want Perdicaris alive or Raizuli dead," adding that Gum-mere was not to commit the American Government about landing marines or seizing the custom house at Tangier. This cable message was published during the session of the convention on June 22, and the effect produced was thus described by the correspondent of the New York Tribune:
"Perdicaris alive or Raizuli dead" went through the Convention like an electric thrill, and it was more talked about at night than any feature of the day's work. The prevailing impression was that if Secretary Hay had sent the telegram it was after consultation with the President, and that there must have been ample justification.
"It is pithy, pungent and peremptory. I like it, and so do the people," said Senator McComas, of Maryland.
"It is the kind of a telegram," said Senator Spooner, of Wisconsin, "that touches a popular chord. This Government is bound to protect its citizens abroad as well as at home."
"The American people will not back down on a message of that kind," said Representative Grosvenor, of Ohio. "It may not be exactly in diplomatic words, but its meaning is unmistakable. The people are quick to respond when their patriotism is appealed to. The Morocco bandit will find that there is a united sentiment supporting the President and Secretary in the stand they have taken."
"It was good, hot stuff, and echoed my sentiments/' said Congressman Dwight, of New York. "The people want an administration that will stand by its citizens, even if it takes a fleet to do it."
"It was magnificent—magnificent!" said Senator Depew. "Every right-minded American will heartily indorse Mr. Hay's strong stand."
"Do I like it?" exclaimed W. A. Elstun, of Kansas, one of the delegates. "Bet your bottom dollar I like it. Roosevelt is behind that cable message to that fine old body-snatcher Raizuli. Out in Kansas we believe in keeping the peace but in fighting against wrong. Roosevelt and Hay know what they are doing.   Our people like courage.   We'll stand for anything those two men do."
Three entries in the diary of Secretary Hay, made at the time, reveal the result of the peremptory cable message:
June 23. My telegram to Gummere had an uncalled-for success. It is curious how a concise impropriety hits the public.
June 24. Gummere telegraphs that he expects Perdicaris to-night.
June 27.    Perdicaris wires his thanks.
On the following day Roosevelt, who was the only candidate before the Convention, was nominated by acclamation, being the only man in our history, who had acceded to the Presidency through the death of the incumbent, to be so honored.
"Writing to Roosevelt from Clinton, N. Y., under date of July 12,1904, Elihu Root, who as Secretary of War during the three years that Roosevelt had been President had intimate personal knowledge of his conduct of the office, said:
"I haven't congratulated you on your nomination. I felt as if it would be a foolish formality. There are, however, some features of it that are very gratifying.
"1. This is the first time that any party has nominated to succeed himself a Vice President who had become President.
"2. This is the first time that the Republican party ever nominated for President a citizen of the State of New York.
"3. It was a People's nomination and not a managers'. Every attempt at bargain or deal or combination was the other way and failed.
"4. The opposition has passed over every man who has made a record against your policy or action and has nominated a man who never opened his mouth on any national question.
"No one who has antagonized or criticized your administration has made sufficient effect on the public mind to establish any claim to the Democratic nomination.
'' I have no • doubt about the election, but however that results you have made a success and it cannot be wiped off the book. And you have done it yourself. Others have helped you, but your personality has been the Administration. ''
From the moment of his nomination till election day in November the Republican canvass was conducted on Roosevelt's acts in office and on the principles upon which those acts were based. He was formally notified of his nomination on July 27, 1904, and in a brief speech of acceptance he reviewed the most conspicuous acts of his administration, giving this emphatic and uncompromising statement of his position on the questions of corporations and labor:
"We recognize the organization of capital and the organization of labor as natural outcomes of our industrial system. Each kind of organization is to be favored so long as it acts in a spirit of justice and of regard for the rights of others. Each is to be granted the full protection of the law, and each in turn is to be held to a strict obedience to the law; for no man is above it and no man below it. The humblest individual is to have his rights safeguarded as scrupulously as those of the strongest organization, for each is to receive justice, no more and no less. The problems with which we have to deal in our modern industrial and social life are manifold; but the spirit in which it is necessary to approach their solution is simply the spirit of honesty, of courage, and of common-sense."
His formal letter of acceptance was published on September 12, 1904, and became at once the text book and chief source of inspiration of his party in the canvass. In it he passed in review all the acts of his administration which had been most severely criticized, including the Northern Securities suit, the Anthracite Coal Strike settlement, and the possession of the Isthmus for the Panama Canal, and challenged the Democrats to join issue on them before the people. The challenge was never met. Although it had been the expectation of the Republican managers that these three acts would be the chief issues of the campaign, the Democratic managers sedulously avoided them, thereby making confession that popular support had been won for them by the President.
Early in the campaign, a few weeks after Judge Alton B. Parker had been nominated as the Democratic candidate and had set forth his views and principles, a temporary alarm was caused in the Republican camp by the sudden and entirely unexpected declaration of the New York Sun on August 11, 1904, that it was in favor of Roosevelt in preference to Parker. As that journal had been the most venomous of all the President's critics in condemning his course toward corporations and trusts, the Republican managers were alarmed lest its sudden "flop" might give the impression that a compromise of some sort had been arranged through which the support of the "Wall-Street crowd" had been secured for Roosevelt. The manner of the Sun's declaration gave a semblance of color to this possible view, for it read:
"As the case is now made up, we prefer the impulsive candidate of the party of conservatism to the mildly conservative, temporizing opportunist representative of the Hun vote in the background. We have more faith in the distinct promises of the Chicago platform, not ignoring the many serious defects of that document, than we have in the miserable hell broth of disaster and dynamite concocted at St. Louis a month ago by a party afraid to renounce its criminal follies, and tasted yesterday at Esopus by a respectable candidate, who declares with gusto that its flavor is admirable."
On the date on which the Sun article appeared the President wrote to Mr. Cortelyou, chairman of the Republican National Committee:
  "I know the stress you are under, but as regards this  Northern Securities business no stress must make us go one hand's breadth out of our path. I should hate to be beaten in this contest; but I should not merely hate, I should not be able to bear being beaten under circumstances, which implied ignominy. To give any color for misrepresentation to the effect that we were now weakening in the Northern Securities matter would be ruinous. The Northern Securities suit is one of the great achievements of my administration. I look back upon it with great pride, for through it we emphasize in signal fashion, as in no other way could be emphasized, the fact that the most powerful men in this country were held to accountability before the law. Now we must not spoil the effect of this lesson."
To this letter Mr. Cortelyou replied at once in a letter in which he said:
"I have your letter of August 11 about the Northern Securities matter. If I did not know you as well as I do I should resent your sending me such a communication. Whatever may be my shortcomings—and they are many—• I think I have a fair degree of moral fiber, certainly enough to measure up to the requirements of this Northern Securities case. I am conducting this campaign for your reelection on as high a plane as you have conducted the affairs of your great office. It is not likely that one who has been so intimately associated with you, or who has so much at heart your welfare and success, would permit any consideration whatever to weaken the force and effect of the splendid achievements of your administration."
As I have mentioned, Roosevelt's formal letter of acceptance was published on September 12, 1904, and on the same date the election in Maine resulted in favor of the Republicans. Secretary Hay expressed his keen pleasure in regard to the two events in a joyful letter from his summer residence in Newbury, N. H., on September 13, 1904:
'' Well, my dear Theodore, you had two glorious victories yesterday. Your letter had been getting better and better since I saw it, and it is now what they call a whirlwind campaign in itself. It is magnificent—not only in substance but in tone and temper. It has the unmistakable air of a winner,—the force as well as the reserve authority. "And Maine—we brave heard how she went.
She went, by gob, For Governor Cobb, And Roosevelt and Fairbanks too.
"I judge from the tone of our friends the enemy that they are losing all heart and hope. I am getting sorry for Parker; they will turn and rend him before long. I do not doubt he already wishes that comfortable judgeship back again.
"Everything they do is ridiculous. But their rally in defense of the Constitution is most absurd of all. One of these days they will be saying it is unconstitutional to read the Constitution."
Roosevelt's views on the art of painting were set forth in a letter to P. Marcius Simons, an American artist whose works he greatly admired, three specimens of which hang in prominent positions in his Trophy Boom at Oyster Bay. Writing to Mr. Simons, on March 19, 1904, he said:
"Your letter pleased and interested me much. The first work I saw of yours was the ' Seats of the Mighty,' and it impressed me so powerfully that I have ever since eagerly sought out any of your pictures of which I heard. When I became President, Mrs. Roosevelt and I made up our minds that while I was President we would indulge ourselves in the purchase of one really first-class piece of American art—for we are people whom the respective sizes of our family and our income have never warranted in making such a purchase while I was in private life! As soon as we saw 'When Light and Shadow Meet' we made up our minds at once and without speaking to one another that at last we had seen the very thing we wanted.
"Mrs. Roosevelt and I feel that in your letter you have expressed much which we have felt but not formulated. I agree absolutely with you that art, or at least the art for which I care, must present the ideal through the temperament and the interpretation of the painter. I do not greatly care for the reproduction of landscapes which, in effect, I see whenever I ride or walk. I wish 'the light that never was on land or sea' in the pictures that I am to live with— and this light your paintings have. When I look at them I feel a lift in my soul; I feel my imagination stirred. And so, dear Mr. Simons, I believe in you as an artist and I am proud of you as an American." 


